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Abstract
We report on a detailed study of the energy and particle ow in the event plane
of three-jet events (qqg) and radiative two-jet events (qq) in hadronic Z decays
recorded with the L3 detector. We nd a signicant decrease in particle and energy
density in the angular region between quark and antiquark jets for qqg events as
compared with qq events. Several QCD model predictions are compared with the
observed eect.
(submitted to Physics Letters B)
Introduction
The measurement of energy and particle ows in the regions between jets (interjet) is known to
represent an important test of QCD and fragmentation models. In three-jet events produced
in e
+
e
 
annihilations it has been observed [1] that the region between the two quark jets (qq)
presents lower particle and energy ows relative to that which would be expected from nave
independent-fragmentation models. On the other hand, models based on string fragmentation
[2] predicted this eect [3] and have been found to reproduce the data. In these models the
string that generates nal state particles receives a boost in the gluon direction depleting the
qqregion in favor of the qg and gq ones. The success of these models gave origin to the name
\string eect" under which the phenomenon is often known. However, it has been observed
that in perturbative QCD calculations [4], coherent emission of soft gluons from the color
dipoles (qg, gq and qq) produces a similar eect. Assuming \Local Parton-Hadron Duality" [5]
(which is equivalent to considering the ow of nal hadrons to be proportional to the ow of
soft gluons), the eect should be observable at the hadron level without invoking any string
fragmentation phenomenology. As a consequence a depletion is also expected from parton
shower fragmentation models which include soft gluon interference eects [6].
The experimental comparison of three jet events (qqg) with two jet events having a hard
photon in the nal state (qq) represents a clean and model independent way of studying the
\string eect" [7]. In fact, for similar kinematics the particle and energy yields in the qq region
are expected to be lower for qqg than for qq.
In this paper we present a comparison of the energy and particle ow distributions in the
event plane of qqg and qq events for similar topologies and kinematics. We use 1:5  10
6
hadronic events collected with the L3 detector during 1991, 1992 and 1993 at
p
s  91GeV.
The results are compared with predictions from the COJETS 6.23 [8], HERWIG 5.4 [9] and
JETSET 7.3 [10] Monte Carlo event generators
1)
. These models use a parton shower approach
to describe the perturbative phase of gluon emission with dierences in the treatment of \gluon
coherence". The hadronization phase is described by a \string" model in JETSET and a
\cluster" model in HERWIG. In COJETS partons are fragmented independently and the eects
of gluon coherence are neglected.
The L3 Detector
The L3 detector [12] consists of a time expansion chamber (TEC) for tracking charged particles,
a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter of BGO crystals, a barrel of scintillation counters,
a hadron calorimeter with uranium and brass absorbers and proportional wire chamber readout,
and a muon spectrometer. All subdetectors are installed inside a 12 m diameter solenoidal
magnet which provides a uniform 0.5 T eld along the beam direction. The ducial solid angle
coverage of L3 is 99% of 4.
The BGO energy resolution is better than 2% for electromagnetic particles above 1.5 GeV,
while the angular resolution for clusters with energy above 5 GeV is better than 0.12

. At 45
GeV the jet angular resolution is 2.5

and the jet energy resolution is 10% .
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A discussion of the model parameter tuning for L3 is given in reference [11].
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Event Selection
The selection of hadronic events is based on the energy measured in the electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters. Events are accepted if:
0:6 <
E
vis
p
s
< 1:4;
jE
jj
j
E
vis
< 0:4;
E
?
E
vis
< 0:4; N
cluster
> 12;
where E
vis
is the total energy observed in the detector, E
jj
is the energy imbalance along the
beam direction, and E
?
is the transverse energy imbalance. An algorithm is used to group
neighboring calorimeter signals, which are likely to be produced by the same particle, into
clusters. Only clusters with a total energy above 100 MeV are used. The number of clusters
produced is proportional to the number of particles in the event, so the cut on the number of
clusters, N
cluster
, rejects mainly low multiplicity non-hadronic events. Applying the same cuts
to simulated events, we nd that 98% of the Z hadronic decays are accepted. This eciency
has been found to be constant within errors for photon energies up to 45 GeV.
In the selection of qqg and qq events we pay particular attention to have similar kinematics
and ducial volumes for the two classes of events and to obtain a high purity qq sample. While
jets are reconstructed in the angular region 5

<  < 175

( being the angle with respect to
the LEP beam axis), photons in qq event candidates are selected only in the barrel region of
the electromagnetic detector (45

<  < 135

). We select qqg events by applying the JADE
algorithm [13] with y
cut
= 0:05 and E0 recombination scheme to our hadronic event sample,
retaining three jet events, and then identify the gluon as the softest jet. The purity is estimated
to be (74  2)% using JETSET with the Matrix Element option.
As a cross-check we perform a gluon identication by requiring the event to have a muon
with momentum p

> 4 GeV in the second or third most energetic jet and identify the two quark
jets as the most energetic jet and the one including the muon. The remaining jet is assigned
to the gluon. This technique results in a higher gluon identication purity of (85  2)%, but
the semileptonic tag selects quark jets that include a neutrino and hence some missing energy.
This makes the event kinematics dierent from the qq case, so we use this second method
only as a cross-check.
In both cases the plane including the two quark jets is taken as the event plane and events
are selected in such a way as to have the gluon jet within 10

from it. Similar to the photon
in qq events only gluon jets inside the central region of the detector (45

<  < 135

) are
accepted.
The analysis faces the problems of distinguishing genuine single photons from energetic
neutral hadrons and of suppressing photons emitted by the quarks at low Q
2
. Events with
a photon radiated at a smaller scale than a gluon should be considered as background, while
events with hard photons from initial state radiation are not a background and are not removed
from the sample.
In the case where the photon is emitted before any gluon radiation takes place one can make
the approximation that the qq event is equivalent to a two-jet event boosted by the photon
emission. If one disregards the photon, in the qq center-of-mass system the event should have
the properties of a two-jet event with a total energy
p
s
0
=
q
s  2E

p
s, where E

is the
photon energy in the laboratory frame.
Photon candidates for qq events are extracted from the three-jet sample by requiring that
the least energetic jet includes a cluster of energy greater than 5 GeV in the central region
of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The requirement that this jet lies within 10

of the event
3
plane is tightened to 8

in the qq case to take into account the better angular resolution of
the photon compared to that of the gluon.
We reject most of the large background of neutral mesons decaying into photons by com-
paring the transverse shape of their showers to the simulated shape of a single photon [14].
The residual contamination from neutral hadrons is predicted to be (24  2)% for JETSET
and (252)% for HERWIG. These numbers have been cross-checked by performing the shower
shape analysis with a neural network which retains some discriminating power at very high
energies and gives a contamination of (26  7 6)% [15].
In order to be able to compare qqg to qq events we need to reassign the hadronic activity
in the photon jet to the quark jets for the qq case. To do so we recompute the jets after the
photon is removed, and discard events with more than two jets.
We suppress photons radiated at a smaller scale than gluons by imposing isolation cuts.
These cuts also further reduce the neutral hadron background. We rst boost the event into
the qq rest frame by using the photon momentum vector. Then we construct a cone of 20

around the photon direction (p
x
; p
y
; p
z
) in a right-handed reference system (x; y; z) with the x
axis along the direction of the most energetic jet and the y axis lying in the event plane in the
hemisphere opposite to the photon. We then compute the quantity
E
c
= E
c
  E

 
E
c1
+ E
c2
+ E
c3
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where E
c
is the calorimetric energy in the cone, E

is the photon energy, and E
c1
, E
c2
, E
c3
are
the energies in three control cones of the same aperture along the directions ( p
x
; p
y
; p
z
),
(p
x
; p
z
; p
y
), ( p
x
; p
z
; p
y
). The activity in any of these three cones is equivalent to that in
the cone including the photon because of the event's two-jet symmetry in the boosted frame.
Moreover, they never overlap since p
y
 p
z
 0 due to the planarity of the events. The
distribution of the variable E
c
is plotted in Figure 1a. Events in the region E
c
' 0 have
hadronic activity and instrumental noise around the candidate photon similar to that which is
found in symmetric regions away from jets, hence they are likely to be genuine prompt photon
events. We use more than one control cone to improve the energy estimate.
A second variable " = E

=E
jet3
is dened as the ratio of the photon energy over the total
energy of the original photon jet and shown in Figure 1b. The closer " is to 1 the more isolated
is the photon in the event. After applying the cut jE
c
j < 2GeV the hadronic background is
reduced to about 6% of the sample and the further requirement " > 0:8 brings it down to
(1:8  0:6)% in JETSET and to (0:8  0:3)% in HERWIG. We cross-check these background
gures in a model independent way with the neural network and nd a value of (3  2  4)%.
In Figure 2a we show the energy ow distribution projected onto the event plane for qq
JETSET events with and without the isolation cut on ". We observe that the isolation cuts
select events with cylindrical symmetry around the quark jets, which is consistent with the
hypothesis that the only eect of the photon is a kinematic boost. Analyzing in detail the
experimental data for energy ow in the region around the photon compared to the region
opposite to it (Figure 2b) we see that a very tight cut on " can articially select topologies
where the region around the photon has abnormally low activity; the choice of " > 0:8 gives
symmetric events and is therefore used.
We select 813 qq events out of the full hadronic sample and use only a subset of  20000
qqg events which is sucient for the statistical precision needed. Figures 3a and 3b show the
angles A
12
between quark jets and A
13
between the rst jet and the photon or the gluon jet.
Figure 3c compares the energy of the third-jet for the gluon and for the photon case. It is clear
that a close kinematical similarity between the two classes of events has been achieved.
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Results
Particle ow plots for the qq and qqg samples are constructed by projecting, for every event,
the direction of all particles onto the event plane. A particle is dened as a massless calorimetric
object with an energy greater than 100 MeV. The particle ow is measured as a function of the
angle increasing from jet 1 through jet 2 to jet 3 and back to jet 1. Energy ow plots result from
considering any energy deposition above 40 MeV in the calorimeters. While in the energy ow
case each event is normalized to its total visible energy, particle ow plots are not normalized
since qqg events are bound to have higher multiplicity due to the gluon fragmentation. The
results are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The interquark region shows lower yield for qqg than
for qq events. In order to normalize the angular distance between the two quark jets, in both
the qqg and qq cases we recompute the energy and particle ows in the qq center of mass
frame (Figures 4c and 4d). In order to be insensitive to the dierent energy resolution for the
photon and gluon jet the new reference frame is computed using the momenta of the two quark
jets.
To quantify the eect, we integrate the ow distributions of Figures 4c and 4d in the region
[54

,135

]. This window was chosen to give maximum sensitivity to the \string eect", based
on Monte Carlo studies. The individual yields integrated over the interjet window for qqg
and qq are presented in Table 1 along with R
N
and R
E
, the ratios of qqg to qq integrals
for particle and energy ows. Also shown are the results from the same analysis applied to
2:0  10
6
JETSET events, 1:7  10
6
HERWIG events and 1:0  10
6
COJETS events, all fully
simulated and reconstructed in the L3 detector.
The magnitude of the \string eect" is given in a model independent way by the ratio of the
yields listed in the third column. We observe that R
E
and R
N
indicate a depletion of the region
opposite to the gluon of 21% and 18%, for the data. JETSET and HERWIG give a similar
eect while COJETS shows no eect. We note that the absolute yields are underestimated
by JETSET while HERWIG agrees better with the data. This illustrates the importance of
measuring the \string eect" by a normalization to the qq reference sample.
Energy Flow qq 10
 3
qqg 10
 3
R
E
Data 8:06  0:40 6:37  0:06 0:790  0:040
JETSET 7.3 6:26  0:29 5:39  0:07 0:861  0:042
HERWIG 5.4 8:02  0:49 6:29  0:08 0:784  0:039
COJETS 6.23 6:78  0:47 7:36  0:18 1:086  0:079
Particle Flow qq qqg R
N
Data 1:893  0:071 1:549  0:011 0:818  0:031
JETSET 7.3 1:482  0:048 1:273  0:012 0:859  0:029
HERWIG 5.4 1:834  0:066 1:441  0:013 0:786  0:029
COJETS 6.23 1:590  0:090 1:663  0:030 1:046  0:062
Table 1: Particle and normalized energy yields integrated from 54

to 135

in the qq center-of-
mass frame. The third column gives the ratios qqg=qq. Energy ordering is used for the gluon
jet identication. Errors are statistical.
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The following sources of systematics have been estimated:
 The subtraction of the residual neutral hadron background in the amount predicted by
JETSET or HERWIG, increases the R values by R
N
= +0:005 and R
E
= +0:004.
 We vary the cut on " from 0.75 to 0.85 with the aim of changing the amount of photons
emitted at smaller scale than gluons. We observe a change of R
N
= 0:006 and
R
E
= 0:010. The systematics introduced by the E
c
cut are found to be negligible.
 The use of the DURHAM algorithm [16] with y
cut
= 0:02 in the analysis, rather than the
JADE algorithm, results in a 2% increase of both R
N
and R
E
. This is compatible with a
5% reduction of gluon purity as predicted by JETSET. Hence we do not add this eect
to the systematic error.
 For qq events, not recomputing the jet directions without the  candidate increases the
number of events by 0.8% and increases the angle between the quark jets by 0:4

on
average. The resulting changes in the ratios are R
N
=  0:005 and R
E
=  0:008.
 The denition of a calorimetric object was modied by introducing a preclustering proce-
dure which uses the JADE algorithm with y
cut
= 1:2 10
 6
, corresponding to a mass of
about 100 MeV at LEP energies. This causes a change of R
N
= +0:010 (and obviously
no change in R
E
).
 Changes of 2

in the cut on the angle between the photon and the event plane produce
variations R
N
= R
E
= 0:007.
 The avor composition of qq and qqg events is dierent because of the dierent quark
charges resulting in dierent couplings to the photon. We therefore reweighted, in JET-
SET events, the composition of qqg events to match the avor composition of qq ones.
This was found to have no eect on R
N
or R
E
.
 By a study of Monte Carlo events at generator level we have also tested the inuence of
cracks in the detector acceptance. The magnitude of the phenomenon is left unchanged by
the addition of a blind region covering 4

around the beam axis. This is the consequence
of the ducial region adopted for jet 3 in both the qq and qqg cases.
From the above study the total systematic error is 0:015 for both R
N
and R
E
. This gives
R
E
= 0:790  0:040  0:015 and R
N
= 0:818  0:031  0:015;
so that the depletion of the region opposite to the gluon compared to the one opposite to the
photon has a signicance of 5 for both particle and energy ows. The results obtained by
identifying the gluon jet with a -tag give a somewhat larger eect R
E
= 0:737 0:042 0:020
and R
N
= 0:753  0:032  0:020, which is compatible with the higher gluon purity.
It has been remarked [17] that the observed eect could have a purely kinematic origin,
being caused by the dierence between the massless photon and the eective mass of the gluon
jet. In this scenario the quark jets of the qqg events, having less energy to share, are slimmer
and result in lower interjet activity. In fact, we observe a small dierence between the qq and
qqg kinematics as a shift of the order of 10% in the masses of the two quark jets in our data
and in all the Monte Carlo models used. The dierence also occurs for COJETS even though
it does not reproduce the \string eect". Also, this mass shift is reduced by half if the jets are
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not recomputed after the removal of the photon, while the magnitude of the \string eect" is
left unchanged. We conclude that the eect cannot be explained on these grounds.
As noted by several authors [4, 18] the magnitude of the \string eect" is expected to
increase by selecting for each event only particles with a large momentum component, P
out
,
perpendicular to the event plane. This phenomenon, observed by MarkII [19] and JADE [20]
at lower energies, is predicted by perturbative QCD to decrease at LEP energy and to vanish
asymptotically. In practice the investigation of the P
out
dependence is dicult as the P
out
selection reduces further the already limited statistical power of the qq control sample. To
partially overcome this problem we use here the cylindrical symmetry of the qq event boosted
to the qq rest frame. Because of this symmetry the denition of the event plane is arbitrary
in the case of qq events and, instead of selecting one plane for the ow calculations, we can
average the distributions obtained from all the possible planes containing the jet axis. This
means that a particle gives a contribution to a specic ow-plot bin which is a function of
its angle  relative to the qq axis. In the case of a cut on P
out
the condition P
out
> P
cut
out
is
applied in each plane separately. The systematic eect introduced by the above algorithm [15]
has been found to be negligible by a study of JETSET at generator level. In the case of qqg
events where the event plane has a precise meaning even in the qq rest frame (and the statistics
is more abundant) we select particles having P
out
> 0:2 or 0:3 GeV. We then compare the
region [0

; 180

] of the qqg ow plot with that obtained for qq. The bin-by-bin ratio of qqg to
qq events is shown in Figures 5a and 5b for energy and particle ows, with no P
out
cut. The
observed dip corresponds to the \string eect". In Figures 5c and 5d we plot the variation of
the eect when a cut P
out
> 0:2 GeV is applied.
The double ratios 
E
(P
out
) = R
P
out
E
=R
E
and 
N
(P
out
) = R
P
out
N
=R
N
for P
out
> 0:2GeV and
P
out
> 0:3GeV are shown in Table 2. We only give statistical errors since the systematics in
the double ratios cancel and are found to be negligible. In a similar fashion detector corrections
are also negligible for the quantities 
E
and 
N
so that high statistics generator level runs are
used for JETSET, HERWIG and COJETS in the table.

E
(0.2GeV) 
N
(0.2GeV) 
E
(0.3GeV) 
N
(0.3GeV)
Data 0:989  0:028 0:911  0:036 1:002  0:038 0:908  0:052
JETSET 7.3 0:982  0:013 0:900  0:014 0:984  0:017 0:873  0:020
HERWIG 5.4 1:007  0:014 0:940  0:017 1:028  0:019 0:943  0:024
COJETS 6.23 1:037  0:017 1:009  0:022 1:057  0:024 1:017  0:030
Table 2: Double ratios 
E
(P
out
) = R
P
out
E
=R
E
and 
N
(P
out
) = R
P
out
N
=R
N
computed over the
interval [54

; 135

]. Data is compared to Monte Carlo generators for energy and particle ows.
The systematics give negligible contribution to the errors.
Within the present statistics the particle ow shows an enhancement of the \string eect"
at large P
out
with a  3 signicance, while the energy ow shows no enhancement. Both
JETSET and HERWIG follow the data while the comparison with the MarkII and JADE lower
energy measurements gives a picture consistent with a vanishing dependence on P
out
at large
center of mass energies. This is compatible with perturbative QCD predictions.
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Conclusions
We have studied the energy and particle ow in the region opposite to the gluon jet in three-jet
events by comparing them with kinematically analogous events with two jets and one hard
isolated photon. We nd clear evidence, with a signicance of 5 standard deviations, for lower
ows in the three-jet event case as predicted by the string fragmentation model and by soft
gluon coherence in the context of perturbative QCD. This eect is correctly reproduced by
the JETSET and HERWIG event generators. We nd, however, that the COJETS event
generator does not reproduce the data. We have extended the analysis to particles having a
large momentum component outside the event plane and found a small enhancement only in
the case of particle ow.
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1 Isolation variables (a) E
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, (b) " after the cut jE
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j < 2GeVhas been applied.
Solid points represent the data, while the histogram represents the JETSET
prediction. The background contribution from neutral hadrons is shown as the
hatched area. The arrows represent the cuts used.
2 (a) Energy distribution projected onto the event plane in the qq rest frame
for JETSET qq events after removal of the photon, which otherwise appears
around 260
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. Angles run from highest energetic jet direction towards the second
jet. Neutral hadron background is removed and the E
c
cut has been applied. (b)
Relative energy ow dierence  between the photon region [234

; 297

] and the
symmetric one [63
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
] for data as a function of the cut on ".
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between the two quark jets and (b) between the most energetic
jet and the third jet A
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. (c) Energy of the third jet E
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.
4 (a) Distribution of the normalized energy ow and (b) particle ow in the labo-
ratory frame. (c) and (d) are the corresponding distributions in the qq center of
mass frame, after the photon has been removed. The arrows show the angular
range used to measure the eect.
5 Bin-by-bin ratios of the qqg and qq (a) energy and (b) particle ow plots
after the application of the algorithm described in the text to qqevents. The
theoretical predictions have statistical uncertainties of similar magnitude to the
ones shown for data. (c) and (d) show the ratios of the distributions with and
without a 0.2 GeVP
out
cut. Systematic errors are not shown in (a) and (b), while
they are negligible in (c) and (d). The arrows show the angular range used to
measure the eect.
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Figure 1: Isolation variables (a) E
c
, (b) " after the cut jE
c
j < 2GeV has been applied. Solid
points represent the data, while the histogram represents the JETSET prediction. The back-
ground contribution from neutral hadrons is shown as the hatched area. The arrows represent
the cuts used.
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Figure 2: (a) Energy distribution projected onto the event plane in the qq rest frame for
JETSET qq events after removal of the photon, which otherwise appears around 260

. Angles
run from highest energetic jet direction towards the second jet. Neutral hadron background is
removed and the E
c
cut has been applied. (b) Relative energy ow dierence  between the
photon region [234

; 297

] and the symmetric one [63

; 126

] for data as a function of the cut
on ".
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Figure 4: (a) Distribution of the normalized energy ow and (b) particle ow in the laboratory
frame. (c) and (d) are the corresponding distributions in the qq center of mass frame, after the
photon has been removed. The arrows show the angular range used to measure the eect.
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